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How do the robot children of Clackentown spend snow days? They have supersonic snowball fights,

make robot angels with wing nuts moving up and down, take hot oil baths to thaw out the joints, and

receive eskimo kisses on metal noses at bedtime.Author Aaron Reynolds and illustrator David

Barneda team up to tell a hilarious story about two favorite subjectsâ€”robots and snow days!
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Have you ever thought about what would happen if robots played in the snow? Neither have I.

Thankfully the author and illustrator of "Snowbots" thought did and took us along for the adventure.

"Snowbots" is a well-written rhyming book that follows robot children as they play outside on a snow

day. The illustrations are cute and clever. I enjoyed it.

Love this book! Rhyming & easy to read. My child, 4 1/2 boy, love hearing about the snow - we go

snowboarding about 30-40 days a year. He has memorized a lot of the book after a dozen times of

reading. Bought multiple books to give away as gifts.

Our kids, ages 3-7, really love this book. What a creative idea for a children's book -- children robots

with very human characteristics who play in the snow. The story is fun and engaging, and the



artwork is also well done and very creative. It is a nice large-sized hardback book, which makes it a

great book to have for a long time. The illustrations are memorable and kids can easily relate to the

story. The first time we read the book, our son exclaimed "It's rhyming!" and wanted us to read the

book over and over. We bought more copies because "Snowbots" makes a great gift.
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